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a b s t r a c t

Synergistic processes in hybrid composites have frequently been described in the literature over the past
few years, opening doors to new studies and applications for this type of material. In this study, three-
phase composites were obtained using polyurethane (PU) as the matrix, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) as
the ferroelectric ceramic and carbon black (CB) as the conductive phase. The discussion is primarily
focused on a comparison of the electrical, thermal and dielectric properties of three-phase composites
with those of PU_CB and PU_PZT biphasic composites. The study describes a synergistic effect between
the PU/PZT/CB phases involved in the generation of charges between the particles, implying better
homogeneity of the composites as well as influence over the PU crystallization. The PU_CB conductivity
profile showed a phenomenon of multi-step percolation thresholds attributed to the molecular structure
and repulsive surface charge of CB particles. The surface charge phenomenon restricted the percolation
curve analysis of the three-phase composites by means of classic percolation theory, shown by distortion
of the critical exponents. The dielectric constant three-phase composites increased gradually as a
function of CB in accordance with the percolation profile.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymeric composites hold great interest for the scientific and
industrial communities because their properties can be tailored to
suit various applications [1]. Polymer/ferroelectric ceramic com-
posites are garnering attention due to the exponential growth of
the electronics industry. This drives the research for new materials
with high permittivity, combining low dielectric loss, mechanical
resistance and compatibility with printed circuits; these properties
make these composites excellent candidates for embedded capac-
itors in passive circuits [2]. The most common type of polymer/
ferroelectric ceramic composite found in the literature is biphasic,
with a connectivity of 0e3. Many papers have investigated the
influence of the matrix, the size, and the shape of ceramic grains,
ceramic surface functionalization, etc. [3] on the electrical, optical
and mechanical properties of the final product. However, with re-
gard to dielectric properties, these materials are restricted to
nge).
dielectric constant values of 50e70 at room temperature, which
limits their use.

The manufacture of three-phase composites has been gaining
attention due to the high dielectric constants obtained with the
insertion of a third conductive phase, generally at a nanometric
scale [4e7]. According to Tchmutin et al. [8], although some long-
term studies of biphasic composites containing ferroelectric or
conductive particles have been conducted, the study of composites
containing both phases is still limited. This is due to the complexity
of determining the influence of each phase on the final properties
of these materials. The literature includes a range of studies that
examine metallic particles, such as nickel (Ni), silver (Ag), copper
(Cu), platinum (Pt) etc., as well as carbon nanotubes and graphene
as the third phase [4e15]. The literature presents three-phase
composites with a well-behaved profile based on the mixing rule
and the percolation theory [4e15]. However, in many cases, their
properties differ from those predicted, especially given the possible
synergistic interactions related to the particle geometry of the
hybrid fillers, filler interactions, filler concentrations and process-
ing methods [16e29].

In this study, three-phase polyurethane/lead zirconate titanate/
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carbon black composites were fabricated and the morphological,
thermal and electrical properties of the composites were investi-
gated. We highlight the synergistic effect found between CB and
PZT, which significantly improved the dispersions of PZT in the
three-phase composites.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Materials

The polymer used as the matrix was nonionic aliphatic
polyether-based polyurethane (PU), available from Chemtura Cor-
poration (Rio Claro, Brazil) under commercial reference PU W320.
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) was purchased fromAPC International
Ltd. (Mackeyville, USA) under reference 851. Its characteristics
include: relative dielectric constant (1 kHz) of 1950, Curie tem-
perature of 360 �C, a density of 7.6 g/cm3 and average particle size
of 40 mm. The carbon black (CB) was supplied by Orion Engineered
Carbons (Paulínia, Brazil) under commercial reference Printex XE-2.
Its characteristics are: average particle size of 35 nm, a surface area
of 1000 m2/g, and a bulk density of 0.1 g/cm3.

2.2. Composite preparation

2.2.1. PU_CB and PU_PZT biphasic composites
PU_CB and PU_PZT composites were manufactured taking into

account the volume of the particulates in the composite in relation
to the fixed mass of PU, according to Eq. (1). The filler was added to
the polyurethane slowly and the mixture was stirred continuously
for approximately 1 h. The dispersion was subjected to an ultra-
sonic bath for 30min and subsequently stirred continuously for 1 h.
It was then placed in the ultrasonic bath for a second time for
30 min and stirred for 30 min. Finally, the mixture was degassed
under vacuum, stirred slowly for 1 h, poured onto glass slides
(preheated to 60 �C), and spread using a film casting doctor blade.
After 240 min in a conventional oven at 60 �C, the samples in film
form were removed from the slides and pressed at 80 �C for a
period of 1 min under a pressure of 9.81 � 105 Pa.

Mc ¼ Mp. (rc/rp).(4c/1 � 4c) (1)

where Mp is the polymer weight, Mc is the filler weight, rc and rp
are the densities of the filler and the polymer, respectively, and 4c is
the filler volumetric fraction.

2.2.2. PU_PZT_CB three-phase composites
Three-phase composites of PU_PZT_CB were fabricated, taking

into account the volume of particulates in the composite in relation
to the fixed mass of PU, according to Eq. (1). The composites were
obtained by adding CB slowly to the polyurethane dispersion. The
mixture was stirred for approximately 1 h, followed by an ultra-
sonic bath for 30 min. Subsequently, the PZT was added to the
mixture. The mixture was then stirred for 1 h and subjected a
second time to the ultrasonic bath for 30 min and stirred for 1 h.
Finally, the mixture was degassed under vacuum, stirred slowly for
1 h and then the films were prepared in the same way as those
obtained for biphasic composites. The composites were designated
PU_PZT_CB(X/Y), where X and Y indicate the volume fraction of PZT
and CB in the composite, respectively.

3. Characterization

The morphology of the cryogenically fractured surfaces of the
composite films was analyzed using an EVO LS15eZeiss scanning
electron microscope. The samples were attached to aluminum
stubs with conductive carbon tape and sputtered with gold prior to
analysis. The images were collected in secondary and backscat-
tering mode (BSD). The mean diameter of the PZT and CB ag-
glomerates in the micrographs was calculated using ImageJ 1.45
software. About 200 structures were examined for each composi-
tion. The thermal behavior of the composites was characterized by
a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) from TA Instruments
(New Castle, USA) model MDSC 2920. Samples between 10 and
15 mg were sealed in aluminum pans and subjected to a cycle of
heating/cooling/heating at a temperature range of �30 to 250 �C,
using a nitrogen atmosphere at a flow rate of 65 cm3/min. The
heating rate employed was 10 �C/min. The mean values for the
melting temperature and enthalpies were obtained from the first
heating. A second heating run did not add any extra information so
it was not included in this work. For reference, the calculated values
for the enthalpy of the composites were normalized with respect to
the mass of the polymer present. From the enthalpy values, the
relative crystallinity Xc of the composites was calculated as shown
in Eq. (2) [30]:

Xc ¼ DHm/u DH100 (2)

where DH100 is the melt enthalpy for pure PU, u is the mass fraction
of the polymer matrix in the composite, and DHm is the sample
melt enthalpy. For electrical and dielectric characterization, the
samples were metallized with gold on both sides and kept in a
chamber with humidity controlled to 22% of the relative humidity
before themeasurements were taken. Impedance spectroscopywas
conducted using the Hewlett Packard 4192A impedance analyzer,
coupled to a data acquisition system. The measurements were
gathered in the frequency range of 103e106 Hz at room tempera-
ture. The voltage applied was 1Vrms. Electrical conductivity in the
dc regime was obtained by the two-point method. Three samples
were used to obtain the mean values, as well as the standard de-
viation for each composition.

4. Results

4.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Fig. 1a presents the SEM images of the PU_PZT and PU_PZT_CB
composites (25% vol CB). The surface of the biphasic composites
exhibits greater roughness compared to the neat PU (inset in
Fig. 1a), indicating an increase in energy dissipation during fracture
owing to the presence of PZT. The micrographics obtained by BSE
clearly showed the PZTagglomerations (white spots); most of these
had a spherical shape, with a mean diameter of (40 ± 17) mm. The
black spots observed in Fig. 1h are microvoids, which resulted from
the high PZT concentration. The addition of CB substantially
affected the PZT dispersion, as shown in Fig. 1meq. In addition, the
surface roughness decreased. For large amounts of PZT, such as
30e40%, some PZT agglomeration is still present (Fig. 1p, q). In the
same way, CB agglomerates also occurred for high CB concentra-
tions, as shown in BSD images by means of elliptical structures in
dark contrast. These structures were analyzed by the contour of the
elliptic silhouette in the fracture plane. Fig. 2 shows that a linear
reduction of agglomerate size was observed as a function of PZT
concentration and that these agglomerates tended to assume a
spherical shape. The CB, when dispersed in liquids or polymeric
solutions, can acquire surface charges, as postulated by Schueler
[27]. Harbour et al. [28] demonstrated that such charges appear by
a triboelectric process between CB particles and polymers. The
charged particles cause mutual repulsion, thereby reducing or
preventing the agglomeration from forming. At the same time, the
shear in the system was intensified, with PZT helping the broken



Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of PU_PZT and PU_PZT_CB for 25% CB vol. by secondary electrons and backscattered electrons. Inset shows PU micrograph by secondary electrons.

Fig. 2. Mean values of CB agglomerate size as a function of the PZT vol% for 25%vol CB.
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agglomerates and strengthening the triboelectric effect. Some
charged CB particles may adhere to PZT particles forming a PZT_CB
system that repel each other, improving the PZT dispersion.
4.2. Electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivity of PU_CB as a function of CB content,
and PU_PZT_CB as a function of PZTand CB contents, are depicted in
Fig. 3a and b, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3a, the electrical con-
ductivity increases gradually, rather than as a sharp, percolative
insulator-conductor. This behavior has already been reported in the
literature for PU_CB systems [31,32]. Segal [31] attributed this
phenomenon to polyurethane's molecular structure, which is
composed of alternating soft and hard segments, coupled with the
high surface tension of PU. This tends to delay its ability to cluster,
thus increasing the percolation threshold and generating a plateau
in conductivity behavior. Hafiz [33] points out that the interface
properties between the conductive phase and the polymer are
responsible for the plateau observed in the polypirrole-PVC con-
ductivity profile. However, as shown by Schueler [27], the
Coulombic potential plays an important role in CB dispersion and
agglomeration. In our case, the gradual, multi-step percolation
curve of PU_CB shows that the Coulombic potential predominates
over other factors and helps to improve dispersion; consequently, it
contributes to elevating the percolation threshold to a high value
(22% vol).

The insertion of PZT ceramics at the PU_CB binary phase
significantly changes the electrical conductivity curve profile. A
sharp percolation was observed for PU with 10% of PZT content,
while no percolation threshold was found in the CB volume range
studied for concentrations equal to or above 20% vol. For 10% vol
PZT, the percolation threshold occurred at approximately 27% vol of



Fig. 3. Electrical conductivity of (a) PU_CB and (b) PU_PZT_CB composites.

Fig. 4. Electrical conductivity of PU_PZT_CB with 10%PZTvol as a function of CB vol%.
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the CB content. The addition of the third phase increased the
effective concentration of CB in PU; accordingly, a decrease in the
percolation threshold was expected, together with an increase in
the PZT content [8]. However, the synergistic effect between PZT
and CB helps their dispersion in the composite, delaying CB
percolation. Increasing the PZT concentration also increases the
insulating barrier, thus reducing the chances of a conductive path
being formed.

According to percolation theory, the composites' conductivity
near the percolation threshold is proportional to the power law (Eq.
(3)):

s a ðp� pcÞt p>pc
s a ðpc � pÞ�s p<pc

(3)

where pc is the percolation threshold, p is the CB fraction, and t and
s are the critical exponents. In order to estimate pc and the critical
exponents for three-phase composites with 10% vol PZT compos-
ites, the conductivity data were plotted according to Eq. (3) by
varying pc in small intervals. For each value of pc, values of t and s
were obtained from the linear relationship between conductivity
versus p-pc and pc-p on a log-log scale, respectively. The lowest
value of the mean square error was found for pc ¼ 28%, close to the
threshold determined by the derivative of the log (s) � CB vol%
curve, which was 27%. The insets in Fig. 4 show the fitting obtained
for threshold regions (pc-p) and (p-pc). It is verified that, for the
region (pc-p) below the percolation threshold, the points obtained
from the plot show a marked dispersion, moving away from the
power law (Eq. (3)), indicating that, in this region, the influence of
the Coulombic potential is accentuated. As observed by McQueen
[34], the dependence of conductivity on concentration in the region
(pc-p) is better described by an exponential function rather than a
power law. In contrast, the region (p-pc) presents better behavior
and less dispersion due to the influence of the London-van der
Waals potential. The critical exponents obtained were s ¼ 4.34 and
t¼ 0.87, differing from classic percolation theory. This fact is related
to the highly non-random distribution of the conducting particles
originating from the electrostatic repulsion in regions of the sam-
ple, given their heterogeneity and the simultaneous influence of
the two potentials. The high value of the critical exponent s in-
dicates the predominance of tunneling processes, and the con-
duction network forms a well-defined, percolation-like network.
On the other hand, the low value of the critical exponent t suggests
that hopping and tunneling processes can also be included in the
conduction mechanisms.
4.3. Thermal properties

Fig. 5a and b shows the DSC composites' thermograms for
PU_PZT_CB, with 25 vol% CB and the melting temperatures for
biphasic and three-phase composites, respectively. The parameters
are summarized in Table 1. A single endothermic temperature peak
around 44.9 �C was observed for neat PU (Fig. 5a) which was
attributed to the melting of the crystalline phase (Tm) present in
the soft domains [35]. For the composite PU_CB, the melting tem-
perature shifted toward high temperature with increasing CB
content, with a maximum at 5% vol (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, the
enthalpy of fusion (DH) increases with increase of CB loading,
compared to neat PU; this indicates that the relative crystallinity of
PU (Xc) also increases. Carbon black acted as a nucleating agent in
the soft phase, thereby increasing the crystallinity of the PU.
However, for concentrations above 5% of CB in the binary com-
posites, Tm, DH and Xc showed a downward trend occasioned by a



Fig. 5. (a) PU and PU_PZT_CB composites' thermograms; (b) Melting temperature of biphasic composites as a function of the vol% of CB or PZT and PU_PZT_CB for 25%vol CB as a
function of the PZT vol%.

Table 1
Thermal parameters of PU_CB, PU_PZT and PU_PZT_CB composites.

Sample Tm (�C) DH (J/g) Xc

PU 44,90 16,94 1,00
PU_1%CB 50,03 24,25 1,43
PU_3%CB 50,87 25,56 1,51
PU_5% CB 51,41 22,04 1,31
PU_10%CB 50,02 21,73 1,30
PU_20%CB 48,62 22,32 1,35
PU_25%CB 48,68 22,35 1,35
PU_30%CB 48,93 21,89 1,37
PU_10%PZT 50,09 12,15 1,20
PU_20%PZT 50,84 8,42 1,12
PU_30%PZT 53,16 6,50 1,11
PU_40%PZT 51,06 5,48 1,14
PU_PZT_CB(10/25) 51,07 29,30 1,73
PU_PZT_CB(20/25) 51,99 28,82 1,70
PU_PZT_CB(30/25) 51,66 30,12 1,77
PU_PZT_CB(40/25) 51,62 28,96 1,71
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decrease in contact surface area of CB and PU due to the increased
size of the carbon black agglomerates with CB concentration. For
the PU_PZTcomposite, the Tm increased slightly, and gradually with
increasing PZT content up to 30%. On the other hand, the enthalpy
of fusion decreased; the crystallinity index remained higher than
that of pure PU, but lower than that of PU_CB. These results indicate
that the crystallites formed in the PU_PZT composites are smaller
than those formed in both pure PU and PU_CB composites, as
shown in Table 1. This occurs due to poor interaction between the
matrix and the ceramic particles, as observed in the MEV micro-
graph. The PU_PZT_CB composites showed Tm higher than that of
pure PU and the biphasic composites. This was attributed to the
synergistic effect between the CB and PZT fillers, which was
attributed to the improvement in the PZT and CB dispersion, as
demonstrated by the MEV micrograph. The reduction of CB
agglomerate size promoted a higher surface area of CB with PU
contact causing a substantial increase in values, not only of Tm but
also of DH and Xc of the three-phase composites compared to both
PU and biphasic composites.

4.4. Impedance

Fig. 6aed shows the dielectric spectra, obtained at room
temperature, for composites with differing CB and PZT content. For
binary PU_PZT composites, the dielectric constant increased with
increasing the PZT content over the entire frequency range; how-
ever, the magnitude of the relative dielectric constant decreased
slightly with increasing frequency, attributed to interfacial polari-
zation [36,37]. When CB filler was present, the dielectric permit-
tivity increased gradually as a function of the filler content to
critical volume, which was dependent on PZT content; this corre-
lated with the percolating curves and the repulsion charges hy-
pothesis. The highest value of dielectric constant was found in the
frequency range of 103e104 Hz between 25 and 35 wt% of CB. This
behavior was attributed to interfacial polarization. The simulta-
neous influence of the fillers on 3and tg can be observed clearly in
Fig. 7a and b, respectively, at a frequency of 1 MHz. The tendency of
continuous increase of 3with the increase of the ferroelectric grains
in the binary composites is contrasted with the insertion of the CB
in concentrations of 30e40% vol, displacing the values of the peak
for lower concentrations of PZT (the maximum is 30% vol PZT). The
loss tangent (Fig. 7b) shows that, although the increasing insertion
of the particles promotes an increase in the mechanisms of die-
lectrical loss, concentrations above 30% vol CB exert a reduction of
tg due to the phase inversion process.

5. Conclusion

Three-phase composites employing PU as the matrix, PZT as the
ferroelectric phase, and CB as the conductive phase were prepared
in various compositions. The addition of CB to a PU_PZT binary
composite substantially improved the PZT dispersion. A synergistic
effect between the phases improved the CB surface charge; the CB
may adhere to PZT particles, forming a PZT_CB system inwhich the
particles repel one another, thus improving the PZT dispersion. The
CB acts individually as a nucleating agent for the soft phase of the
PU; this behavior was amplified by the synergistic effect between
the phases. The electrical conductivity profile of PU_CB shows a
multi-step percolation threshold attributed to the molecular
structure of PU and the repulsive surface charge of CB particles. The
“well-behaved” electrical conductivity curve was found in
PU_PZT_CB, with 10 vol% PZT as a function of CB, compared to
PU_CB. However, the analysis of the conductivity curve, based on
classical percolation theory, showed a different value for universal



Fig. 6. Dielectric constant frequency dependence of the PU_PZT_CB composites as a function of PZT and CB vol%.

Fig. 7. (a) Dielectric constant and (b) loss tangent of the PU_PZT_CB composites at 1 MHz as a function of the PZT and CB vol%.
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exponents; this was attributed to the tunneling effect. The dielec-
tric constant three-phase composites increased gradually as func-
tions of CB, in accordance with the percolation profile.
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